NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT NUMBER: H1200090005

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

TASK AGREEMENT NUMBER: J140404193 (Reference this Number on Invoices)

PARK: DINO

PROJECT: Re-inventory of Invasive Non-native Plants in the Cub Creek Watershed, DINO

INVESTIGATOR: Corey V. Ransom

PHONE: 435-797-3376

PROJECT NUMBER: USUCP-41

COST: $34,700.00

ACCOUNT: 1400-CF92-NFP

INSTITUTION CONTACT: Jeffrey R. Coleman – 435-797-3543

NPS KEY OFFICIAL: Tamra Naumann – 970-374-3051

PROJECT SCHEDULE: Project Initiation – August 1, 2009

Completion Date - September 30, 2011

*** INVOICES ARE PAYABLE MONTHLY FOR COST INCURRED BETWEEN THE DATES ABOVE ONLY IF THE REPORT HAS BEEN RECEIVED AND APPROVED BY THE NPS KEY OFFICIAL. TO REDUCE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS NO INVOICES SMALLER THAN $200 WILL BE PAID EXCEPT FOR THE LAST INVOICE TO CLOSE THE PROJECT ACCOUNT. 10% OF PROJECT FUNDS WILL BE WITH HELD UN TIL AFTER ACCEPTANCE OF THE FINAL REPORT.
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